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1. PURPOSE OF REPORT 
  

To inform the committee of the outcome of a citywide assessment carried out 

by a consultant on behalf of Aberdeen City Council. The assessment was 
conducted in line with the Scottish Government’s newly developed National 

Strategy for 20 mph. Through this report, Aberdeen City Council seeks to 
request the implementation of 20 mph on roads that have been identified to 
meet the Scottish Government’s criteria. 

 
2. RECOMMENDATIONS 

 
That the Committee:- 

 

2.1  acknowledges the Scottish Government’s National Strategy for 20 mph in urban 
areas; and 

 
2.2 instructs the Chief Officer Operations to promote the Traffic Regulation Orders 

(TRO)/Temporary Traffic Regulation Orders (TTRO) necessary for the 

introduction and implementation of 20mph on the roads identified in Appendix 
2. Any objections received are to be reported back to this Committee for 

consideration, otherwise the TRO are to be made and the measures 
implemented.  

 
3. CURRENT SITUATION 

 

3.1 Background 
 

The Scottish Government published a ‘Scotland’s Road Safety Framework to 

2030’ in February 2021. The Framework highlights The Scottish Government’s 
vision to have the best road safety performance in the world by 2030 and an 

ambitious long-term goal where no one is seriously injured or killed on Scottish 
roads by 2050. Through this framework, The Scottish Government aim to 
improve road safety and half road deaths by 2030 and achieve Vision Zero by 

2050. To achieve this goal, The Scottish Government developed a national 
strategy for 20 mph zones and limits in Scotland. The Strategy aims to expand 



 
 

20mph speed limits across Scotland, and to ensure all appropriate roads in 
built-up areas have a safer speed limit of 20mph by 2025. Consequently, there 
will be a reduced perceptions of road danger, people will be encouraged to walk 

and cycle, thereby improving health, and promoting active travel. In addition, 
this strategy will create more pleasant streets and neighbourhoods by providing 

a more equitable balance between different road users, thereby promoting 
inclusivity. Furthermore, there will be a change in social and cultural attitudes 
towards vehicular speed and road safety as 20mph speed limit will be the norm 

in urban areas.  
 

3.2 The introduction of 20mph speed limit in urban cities across Scotland is 
expected to reduce the risk of being involved in a collision. The reaction time to 
environmental changes and vehicular manoeuvrability is reduced at a higher 

speed and as a result, higher chances of a collision happening. Furthermore, 
evidence shows that if you hit a pedestrian at 30 mph, they are seven times 

more likely to die than at 20 mph.  
 
3.3 Data relating to road casualties by severity and speed limit, shows that in 2022, 

serious road casualties mostly occurred on 30 mph and 60 mph roads. Just 
over half (51.1%) of road traffic fatalities in cities and towns were pedestrians 

or pedal cyclists. The majority (54.4%) of serious injuries were also pedestrians 
and pedal cyclists, whereas just over a third (34.6%) suffered slight injuries. 

 

3.4 Reduced speeds are expected to result in a reduction in carbon emissions from 
vehicles. By lowering the speed of vehicles, people will feel more secure when 

using the road network, which will encourage them to choose active modes of 
transportation more often. This, in turn, will decrease the number of cars on the 
road, leading to a reduction in carbon emissions from vehicles. 

 
3.5 “A Guide to Improving School Transport Safety” revealed that 270 children have 

either been killed or seriously injured on the way to school or back between 
2005 and 2009. This document also states that “While cycling is statistically the 
riskiest mode of travel, 65% of school child road casualties occur when 

walking.” The recommended solution proffered in this document is centred 
around improving road safety, particularly motorists’ speeds on routes leading 

to schools. Following the recommendation in this document, a citywide speed 
reduction will therefore be of great benefit to school children, this initiative will 
improve safety and the feeling of being safe as they travel to school and back, 

and in turn encourage walking and cycling.  
 

3.6 To deliver 20mph speed limit across Scotland, the Scottish Government 
establish a Task Force who reviewed the outcome of the method used in setting 
20mph speed limit elsewhere and lessons learned. The group established an 

effective and pragmatic approach that will ensure a level of consistency is 
applied on appropriate roads. A realistic approach where limits are both credible 

and likely to have the best chance of creating real change in road user 
behaviours from the outset was adopted. 

3.7 In addition to the 20mph speed limit National Strategy, Aberdeen City Council’s 

Road Safety Plan 2023 to 2030 includes Action Point 2 “To review, engage and 
report on the introduction of 20mph zones and limits more widely within the city 



 
 

so that speed limits of 30mph and above would be the exception and require 
justification within predominately residential or city centre areas.” 

3.8 Local authorities have been funded to assess their roads and determine where 

the 20mph speed reduction is applicable. Below are the criteria prescribed by 

the Scottish Government for road assessment: 

a) Roads within 10m walk of an educational setting (e.g. primary, secondary, 
further & higher education)  
 

b) Roads where the number of residential and/or retail premises fronting it (on 
one or both sides) exceeds 20 over a continuous length of between 400 - 

600m.  
 

c) Roads within 100m walk of a community centre, church, place of worship, 

sports facility, any hospital, GP or health centre.  
 

d) Roads where the composition of users implies a lower speed of 20 mph will 
improve the conditions and facilities for vulnerable road users and other mode 
shift (reflect on future plans such as active and sustainable travel, places for 

people, consider existing and potential levels of vulnerable road users) 
 

e) Where the road environment, surrounding environment, community and 
quality of life impact (e.g. severance, noise, or air quality) will be improved by 
implementing 20mph speed limits. 
 

3.9 Aberdeen City Council employed a consultant who conducted a citywide 

assessment of the roads in Aberdeen to determine where speed limit 
reduction to 20mph is appropriate against the above criteria. In addition to the 
above criteria, A and B Class roads with minimal frontage activity and where 

people walking, wheeling and cycling do not need to share space with motor 
traffic will remain at 30mph. However, the majority of the current 30mph roads 

will now be 20mph.  
 
3.10 Existing and proposed 20mph and 30mph speed limit. 

 It is proposed that 1,474 roads which are currently 30 mph are changed to 20 
mph. Please see more information in table 1 below. 

 
 Table 1: Number of roads and applied speed limits 

Speed limit  Existing Roads Proposed Road 
changes 

Final Roads 
Status 

20mph 1203 1474 2677 

30mph 1725 0 251 

Total 2928 1474 2928 

 
3.11  The full list of proposed new 20mph streets can be viewed in Appendix 2. 

Alternatively, use the link below to view list of proposed 20mph streets. 
(please note this map is currently in draft form and a finalised version will be 
made available within the final report) Proposed 20mph Streets Web Mapping 

Application (aberdeencity.gov.uk).  

https://maps.aberdeencity.gov.uk/portal/apps/webappviewer/index.html?id=8dcfa8f63ba34ffc895b26aa87a55fbd
https://maps.aberdeencity.gov.uk/portal/apps/webappviewer/index.html?id=8dcfa8f63ba34ffc895b26aa87a55fbd


 
 

 
(Sample of map interface, showing existing 20mph roads, roads where 20mph speed is being proposed and 

roads where no change has been proposed) 

 

3.12  With regards to the implementation process, trial schemes have been 

implemented by other Local Authorities. As a result of these trials, Transport 
Scotland has guided that implementation of the reduced speed limit is 
undertaken using temporary traffic regulation orders (TTRO). TTRO are 

implemented under emergency powers with no consultation process. They 
would be implemented by placement of entry signs and repeaters throughout 

the area impacted. The impact of the changes could then be monitored to 
determine if a permanent reduction of speed limit was desirable. A permanent 
change would require a statutory stakeholder and public consultation to be 

undertaken prior to the TRO being made.  
 

3.13 An alternative means of implementation would be the promotion of a permanent 
TRO. This would require a statutory stakeholder and public consultation to be 
undertaken to collate any objections prior to the implementation of any 

measures.  
 

3.14 Officers have set out the advantages and disadvantages of both 
implementation options and a hybrid approach in Appendix 3. On balance 
officers recommend the hybrid approach for implementation based on the 

success of the extensive existing 20mph network citywide.  
 
4. FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS 
 

4.1 The assessment and implementation process of this project is being funded by 

the Scottish Government. They have committed to cover the costs and provide 
support where possible towards a swift implementation.  

 
4.2 This excludes staff time and advertisement of the TRO/ TTRO process. It is 

proposed that these costs are covered by the NHC Road Safety Budget in the 

delivery of our Road Safety Plan.  
 

 



 
 

5.  LEGAL IMPLICATIONS  
 

5.1 There are no direct legal implications arising from the recommendations of this 

report. 
 

6.   ENVIRONMENTAL IMPLICATIONS 

6.1  The implementation of the proposals in this report will bring about reduction in 
noise and environmental pollution, the rate and severity of accidents will also 

be reduced. 
 
7. RISK 
 

Category Risks Primary 
Controls/Control 

Actions to achieve  
Target Risk Level 

*Target 

Risk 
Level 

(L, M or 

H) 
 

*taking 
into 

account 

controls/co
ntrol 

actions 

 

*Does 

Target Risk 
Level 
Match 

Appetite 
Set? 

Strategic 
Risk 

Not approving the 
citywide 20mph 

speed limit change 
may imply Aberdeen 

City Council is 
negating its LOIP 
objective for 

PLACE. 

The 
proposal/implemen

tation of 20mph 
speed limit on 

streets that meets 
the requirements 

L Yes 

Compliance The 20mph speed 
limit change is a 

national strategy 
introduced by the 
Scottish 

Government, the 
rejection of the 

recommendations 
within this report will 
result in non-

compliance with the 
Scottish 

Government’s 
directive to local 
authorities. 

A citywide 
assessment of 

speed limits in 
Aberdeen using 
the Scottish 

Governments 
criteria and 

subsequent 
implementation. 

L Yes 

Operational The volume and 

scale of this project 
could result in 

delays and varying 
implementation 

Officers will draw 

up a realistic 
delivery plan, such 

as areas/zones, 
priority may be 

L Yes 



 
 

times across the city 

if the appropriate 
resources are not 
available to carryout 

and manage the 
workload. 

given to areas 

around schools. 
Delivery plan will 
be considered in 

relation to current 
workloads. 

Furthermore, the 
Scottish 
Government has 

committed to 
supporting with 

external resources 
wherever suitable.    

Financial No significant risks identified 
Reputational Non-implementation 

of the proposal will 
be inconsistent with 
the rest of Scotland. 

The assessment 

and proposal of 
20mph speed limit 
on qualifying 

streets.  

L Yes 

Environment 
/ Climate 

If the 
recommendations 

within this report are 
not approved, 
Aberdeen City 

Council’s Local 
Transport Strategy 

to reduce carbon 
emission may be 
compromised. 

Successful 
implementation of 

20mph speed limit 
on street that 
meets the set 

criteria 

L Yes 

 

8.  OUTCOMES 

Council Delivery Plan 2024 

 Impact of Report 

Aberdeen City Council 

Policy Statement 

 
Working in Partnership for 

Aberdeen 

The proposals within this report supports - 

Expanding mandatory 20mph speed limits in 
residential and other areas where this is supported 
by communities. 

 

Local Outcome Improvement Plan  
 

Prosperous Place Stretch 

Outcomes 

The proposals in this report support the delivery of 

LOIP stretch outcome 13, reducing the speed limit 
in built up areas will result a safer road network 

where walking and cycling will be encouraged and 
as a result, reduced emission thereby addressing 
the issue of climate change. 

 

  
 

https://aberdeencitycouncilo365.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/committee/ETNumHy5BExNgamqdSi1JdMBmSZ0_CqBzKO11WCcw41zwQ?e=mqmgvD
https://committees.aberdeencity.gov.uk/documents/s134067/WorkinginPartnershipPolicyStatement.pdf
https://committees.aberdeencity.gov.uk/documents/s134067/WorkinginPartnershipPolicyStatement.pdf
https://communityplanningaberdeen.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/Final-Draft-LOIP-Refresh-21.pdf


 
 

9. IMPACT ASSESSMENTS 
  

Assessment Outcome 
 

Integrated Impact 
Assessment 

 

New Integrated Impact Assessment has been completed.  
   

Data Protection Impact 
Assessment 

Not required. 
 

Other No additional impact assessment has been completed 

for this report. 
 

 

 
10. BACKGROUND PAPERS 

 

10.1 https://framework.roadsafety.scot/info_hub/scotlands-national-strategy-for-20-
mph-speed-limits/ 

 
10.2 https://www.20splenty.org/scotgov_says_20splenty 
 

10.3 FAQ's for Scotland’s National Strategy for 20 mph Speed Limits – Scotland’s 
Road Safety Framework 

 
10.4 https://www.transport.gov.scot/news/scotland-s-road-safety-framework-to-

2030/#Transcript 

 
10.5 https://www.transport.gov.scot/media/49893/scotlands-road-safety-framework-

to-2030.pdf 
 
10.6

 https://www.transport.gov.scot/media/6116/improving_school_transport_safet
y_-_guide_-_final.pdf 

 
 
11. APPENDICES  

 
11.1 Appendix 1 - 20mph assessment process 

11.2 Appendix 2 - Proposed 20mph streets 
11.3  Appendix 3 - Implementation Process Appraisal 
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https://www.transport.gov.scot/media/49893/scotlands-road-safety-framework-to-2030.pdf
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https://www.transport.gov.scot/media/6116/improving_school_transport_safety_-_guide_-_final.pdf
https://www.transport.gov.scot/media/6116/improving_school_transport_safety_-_guide_-_final.pdf


 
 

Appendix 1 
 
20mph assessment process 



 
 

Appendix 2 
 
Proposed 20mph streets 



 
  



 
 

 



 
 

 



 
 

Appendix 3: Implementation Process Appraisal 
 

  
 

 


